Let X be a Banach space, (fi, X, X) a finite measure space, and 1 < p < oo . It is shown that LP (I, X) has the complete continuity property if and only if X has it. A similar result about LlA(G, X) is also given.
I. Introduction
Let X be a Banach space, let (Q, X, X) be a finite measure space, and let 1 < p < oo. We denote by LP(X, X) the Banach space of all (class of) Xvalued p-Bochner A-integrable functions (class of) with its usual norm. If X is the scalar field then LP(X, X) will be denoted by LP(X).
A Banach space X is said to have the complete continuity property if for every finite measure space (K, 3r, p) , every bounded operator T: LX (K, 3r, p) -► X is a Dunford-Pettis operator. Any Banach space with the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP) has the complete continuity property. In particular, any LP(X), 1 < p < oo , has the complete continuity property. It is well known (see [DU]) that if X has the (RNP) then LP(X, X) has the same property. Recently, Saab and Saab [SS] observed that if X is a dual Banach space that has the complete continuity property then LP(X, X) enjoys the same property. They also asked [SS, Question 13] whether IP(X, X) has the complete continuity property whenever X does.
In this paper we will show that the answer is always affirmative. The question of when a property passes from the Banach space X to LP(X, X) was extensively studied by several authors in the past. Let us recall that Kwapien [Kw] showed that LP(X, X) (1 < p < oo) contains a copy of en if and only if X contains a copy of Co . Talagrand [T] showed that if X is weakly sequentially complete then LP(X, X) (1 <p < oo) is weakly sequentially complete. Kalton, Saab, and Saab [KSS] were able to prove that the property (u) also passes from X to LP(X, X) (1 < p < oo). Mendoza [M] succeeded in showing that X contains a complemented copy of lx if and only if LP(X, X) (1 < p < oo) contains a complemented copy of lx . The notation and terminology used and not defined in this paper can be found in [D, DU] .
II. Preliminaries
Definition 1. Let E and F be Banach spaces and suppose T: E -► F is a bounded linear operator. T is said to be a Dunford-Pettis operator if whenever (xn)n is a weakly null sequence in E, (Txn)" is a norm-null sequence in F .
It is known (see [DU] ) that for a Banach space X, an operator T: Lx(p) -> X is a Dunford-Pettis operator if and only if its restriction on L°°(p) is a compact operator.
Definition 2. Let E and F be Banach spaces and suppose T: E -> F is a bounded linear operator. T is said to be an absolutely summing operator if there is a constant C > 0 such that for any finite set (xm)x<m<n in E the following inequality holds: £||7xm||<Csupj£|x*(xw)|;
x*eE*, \\x*\\ < 11.
The least possible constant C for which the above inequality holds is denoted by ||r||as. It is easy to check that the class of all absolutely summing operators from E to F is a Banach space under the norm ||r||as. This Banach space will be denoted by UX(E, F).
Equivalent formulations for the operator T: E -» F to be absolutely summing can be found in [DU, p. 162] . If E happens to be a C(K) space where AT is a compact Hausdorff space, we recall that T is absolutely summing if and only if its representing measure G (see [DU, p. 152] ) is of bounded variation, and in this case \\T\\as = |C7|(A") where \G\(K) denotes the total variation of G. In this paper we take advantage of this fact by identifying the two Banach spaces ni(C(A"), F) and M (K, X) as the space of X-valued measures that are of bounded variations.
To be able to prove our result we make crucial use of the following representation theorem of Kalton. Let us denote by /J(A") the sigma algebra of Borel subsets of A".
Theorem 1 (Kalton [K] ). Suppose that (i) K is a compact metric space and p is a Radon probability measure on K;
(ii) Q is a Polish space and X is a Radon probability measure on Q; (iii) X is a separable Banach space; (iv) T: Lx(p) -* LX(X, X) is a bounded linear operator.
Then there is a map co -> Tm(il -» n1(C(A"), X)) such that for every fi e C(K), the map co -> Tw(f) is Borel measurable form Q. to X and (a) // pw is the representing measure of Tw then \~a\p(0\(B)dX(to) < \\T\\p(B)for Befi (K) ; (b) If f e Lx(p) then X-a.e. one has fi e Lx(\pw\);
(c) Tf(co) = Twfi X a.e. for every fi e Lx(p).
iii. the complete continuity property for spaces of Bochner integrable functions Theorem 2. Let X be a Banach space, let I < p < oo, and let (Q, X, X) be a finite measure space. Then LP(X, X) has the complete continuity property whenever X does.
In the sequel we can and do assume, without loss of generality, that X is separable, A" and Q are compact metric spaces with p and X two Radon measures on their respective Borel o-algebras.
We will divide the proof into two propositions.
Proposition 1. Suppose X is a Banach space having the complete continuity property, and let T: Lx(p) -> Lco(X, X) be a bounded linear operator. If we denote by ip: L°°(X, X) -* LP(X, X) the natural inclusion then ip o T is a Dunford Pettis operator for each 1 < p < oo.
Proof. Fix a strongly Borel measurable map co -> Tw(£l -* ni(C(A"), X)) as in Theorem 1. We need Lemma 1. For X-almost every co, the operator Tw can be extended as a bounded linear operator Lx(p) -> X.
Proof. To see this, let (fn)n>\ be a countable dense subset of C (K) . Using the fact that for each n , \\TfnWoo < \\T\\ \\fn\\, one can choose a measurable subset Q" of Q such that A(Q\£2") = 0 and \\Twfn\[ < ||r|| \\fn\\ for each to e Q" . Taking Q = f]na", we have A(Q\Q) = 0 and [\Tmfn\\ < \\T\\\\fn\\ for each n > 1 and co e CI. Since {fn}n>\ is also dense in Lx(p), Tw can be extended to a bounded operator on Lx(p). Now let (gj)j be a weakly null sequence in the unit ball of Lx(p). Since X has the complete continuity property and the operators (Ta)u are bounded, one can deduce that ||7^(^)11 converges to 0 for each co e Q. Also ||rw(^)||p < \\T\\p for /1-a.e. co; therefore, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, J \\Tw(gj)\\p dX(co) converges to 0 (i.e., \\ip o T(gj)\\ -+ 0), which proves that ip o T is a Dunford-Pettis operator.
Proposition 2. Let X be a Banach space and 1 < p < oo. Suppose T: Lx(p) -> LP(X, X) is a bounded linear operator. Then there exists a sequence (T")", where T" e3f(L](p), L°°(X, X)) for each n and (T-ipoT")\Loc^ converges to zero in the norm operator topology.
Proof. As before, let us consider the representation R G>->r"(Q-n,(C(tf ),*)).
Recall that the space ni(C(AT), X) is isometrically isomorphic to the space M(K, X). Let us denote by S the isometry that associates to each operator T in IIi(C(A'), X) its representing measure. With this in mind one can consider the representation as the map S o R; Q -> M(K, X), which satisfies the following property: for every / e C(K) the map co -» / fdpm is measurable as a map from Q to X where /iw=5o R(co).
We need two lemmas to complete the proof.
Lemma 2. For X-almost every co in Q, we have that |//.w| is absolutely continuous with respect to p.
Proof. To see this, notice that we can always assume X to be separable, and for each x* e X*, consider Tx.: Lx(p) -► LP(X) given by Tx.(f)(co) = (Tf(co), x*). The operator Tx. is a bounded operator and is easily checked to be represented by the map co -> x*pw. Now since 1 < p < oo, Tx. is representable and, by [F, Proposition 3] , \x*pw\ < p for almost every co.
To conclude the proof, consider a countable and weak*-dense subset A = {x*, jc* , ...} in the unit ball of X*. For a suitable subset Q. of Q with /1(Q\Q) = 0 we have for each co e Q, \x*pw\ ■€. p, n > 1. We claim that |/iw| < // for each co e Q.. For that, it is enough to show (see [DU, ) that pw(A) -0 whenever p(A) = 0. Assume p(A) = 0 and co e Q; for each x* in the unit ball of X*, there exists a sequence (x*)j c A so that x* converges to x* weak*. Since pw(A) e X, x*.(pw(A)) -*j x*(pw(A)) and, since x*(pw(A)) = 0 for each n > 1, we have x*(pw(A)) = 0.
Lemma 3. The integral /n(|iU(u|(A'))/7 dX(co) is finite.
Proof. Let h(co) -\pw\(K). We will be done if we can show that h e LP(X).
Let q be such that 1/p + l/q -1, fix f e C(Q) with ||/||? < 1, and consider the map Tfi: Lx(p) -» LX(X, X) given by Tf(g)(co) = f(co)(Tg)(co). It is easy to see that Tf is represented by the map co -> f(co)pw , and by Theorem 1(a) and Holder's inequality we have (t) f \f(co)\h(co)dX(co)<\\Tf\\<\\T\\.
Jci
Now notice that (J \h(co)f dX(co)) = sup || s(w)\h(co)\ dX(co); \\s\\q < 1J = sup y^s(w)\h(co)\dX(co); \\s\\g<l, s € C(£i)J < ||r||.
The last inequality is derived from (f). Hence h e LP(X).
Now we will proceed to the construction of the sequence (Tn)n . By Lemma 2, for almost every co e Q. there exists gw in Lx(p), which is the Radon-Nikodym density of \pw\ with respect to p. By Theorem 1(a), the map co -► gw(Cl -> Lx(p)) is norm measurable. Therefore (co, t) -* w(t)(Q x^->R) is measurable. Let Vn be the measurable subset of Q x K given by Vn = {(co, t) | gw(t) < n} . The map Tn from Lx(p) to L°°(X, X) is given by Tnf(co) = J f(t)lK(co,t)dp(0(t) for almost every co. The operator Tn is obviously linear and, for each / in Lx(p), we have \\Tnf(co)\\< J\f(t)\lVn(co,t)d\pw\(t). = J\f(t)\lVn(co,t)gm(t)dp(t) <n \f(t)\dp(t) for A-a.e. co in Q.
Consequently, || T" \\ < n for each n > 1 . Moreover, if fi is in the unit ball of L°°(P),
So HO/, o Tn -T)\Lao(ji)\\P < J^J lyc(0J, t)gw(t)dp(t)^ dX(CO).
We claim that for A-a.e. co, JK ly<(co, t)gm(t)dp(t) -> 0 as n -> oo. To see this, notice that (co, t) -► gw(t) is a member of Ll (Q. x K, p <g> X) and thus lim lVc(co, t)gw(t) -0 p®X-a.e.
n->oo " Therefore, JK lv"c{&>, t)gw{t)dp(t) -> 0 as n -> oo . We also have / lVc(co,t)gw(t)dp(t)<\p(0\(K) Jk for almost every co. Now using Lemma 3 and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we get that J (J lVc(co,t)gw(t)dp(t)\ dX(co) converges to 0, which proves that ||(ip °Tn-T)\Laa^\\ converges to 0. Now combining Propositions 1 and 2, we get that T\ Loo(lJl) is a compact operator and, by the remark after Definition 1, T is a Dunford-Pettis operator. The theorem is proved.
For the next theorem, we need to fix some notation and definitions. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group. Let T = G be the dual group, the set of continuous homomorphisms y: G -> C . We will write X for the normalized Haar measure on G. Theorem 3. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group and let A be a Riesz set in T. Then if X is a Banach space having the complete continuity property, the space LXA(G, X) has the complete continuity property. In particular, Hx (T, X) has the complete continuity property whenever X does. Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2. What we need to adjust is the proof of Lemma 2, which turns out to be true using the fact that if A is a Riesz set then LXK(G) has the (RNP) [L-P] .
